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Abstract

With majority of the world's population now living in cities and rising rate of urbanisation,
the numerous factors that contribute to its rise such as migration, opportunities, natural
calamities and more, the advantage has reduced significantly. As a result, several problems
have emerged, including socioeconomic inequality, marginalisation, and segregation. The
high rate of urbanisation has coincided with an unwelcome increase in criminal activity in
urban areas. While cities are expanding, with developments in industry, technology, and
the economy, urban planning and design have been challenged by inequalities and
exclusions.
Women and young girls have a distinct experience in urban areas that differs from that of
other men, and this has an impact on how they use public places. Due to a lack of gendersensitive urban design, women have limited access to public places and movement within
them. Such public places not only include many challenges to women's participation, but
they also contribute to increased violence against them over time.
“Criminal activity is influenced by several factors. One of the important factors is Urban
Environment. The influence of urban environment on Criminal activity has been detailed
upon in several studies. Urban planning and designing processes act as a catalyst in shaping
our environment” (Shuchi Joshi).
So, this research intends to investigate and discuss the relation between crime and urban
infrastructure. It will focus on how the design and usage of disconnected infrastructures
marginalise women's positions in public areas, and will aim to close the gender gap in built
environment using gender sensitive techniques.
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1.1

IntroductionBackground StudyWomen are concerned about violence in public settings almost everywhere in the
world. Global data show that one in every three women has been subjected to physical
or sexual violence at some time in their life. 90 percent of individuals who are victims
of sexual crimes are women, while 99 percent of those who are imprisoned for similar
crimes are males (United Nations, 2015). As a result, the focus of this study is on
women's perceptions of the fear of gender violence in metropolitan settings.
According to the latest National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) data, Mumbai is rated
second among 19 cities in the country in terms of the number of crimes against women
committed. According to the NCRB, 6519 crimes against women were registered in
Mumbai last year, while 12,902 incidents were reported in the national capital (NCRB,
2020).
"What does gender have to do with the built environment? Many architects and urban
planners continue to wonder, even after 74 years of Indian independence and countless
movements for women's rights.” (Madhavi Desai, 2007) A gendered space is one that
does not encourage gender equality. Many of our public areas are gendered by that
notion, despite popular belief to the contrary. Part of the issue is that cities were
designed by men and for men. While cities can't be bulldozed and rebuilt, there are a
number of steps that may be made to make streets seem safer and keep women safer
while travelling. Without a doubt, women's safety on public transit, public areas, and
1

any other space is strongly based on the issue of sexual violence and patriarchal
society's narrow-minded attitude. While urban planners and designers are unable to
address household issues directly, they can help to minimize inequality and gender
discrimination in the public sphere.
We need to know how women's interactions in cities and locations differ from men on
several levels. When states fail to provide universal public services, they violate human
rights norms and promote gender inequality and violence against women. Our city
plans fail to include the lack of decent, useable public restrooms for women; inadequate
street lighting on most highways; and access to healthcare, child-care, and women's
centres.
Public transportation, which is a requirement for women and girls to exercise their right
to free movement and to enjoy and use the services of their cities without being
subjected to exclusion, sexual assault, or harassment. Public transportation in many
places is still being poorly planned, expensive, inaccessible, and hazardous. Women in
cities without indoor toilets suffer danger every time they walk to a distant common
toilet, or worse, have to use an open space to relieve themselves, where they have no
privacy and are subject to sexual harassment or assault. Women's safety is one of the
reasons why it's critical for any government to prioritise providing safe bathroom
facilities for its citizens.
The amount of women seen in public throughout the day and especially at night is a
measure of a society's health as well as a city's safety and livability. The more the
physical environment is constructed with women in mind, the more safe, welcoming,
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and comfortable women will feel while accessing public space, and the more livable a
city will be for everyone. Our constructed environment has a variety of effects on our
lives and difficulties. Urban design and city planning have a unique chance to make
little adjustments that have a big impact on our communities at all levels.
Public infrastructure in many places are still being poorly planned, inaccessible, and
hazardous. Lack of proper infrastructure such as lighting, inadequate public transports,
sanitation or access to basic services such as toilets has made women susceptible to
various forms of crime such as molestation, groping and rapes in public spaces. Our
city plans fail to include the lack of decent, useable public restrooms for women;
inadequate and dim street lighting on most highways; inaccessible bus stops,
disconnected mobility and access to healthcare, child-care, and women's centres. While
the urban environment has the potential to increase or decrease crime which is shaped
mostly through proper planning and design, it is least talked about.
Crime against property (urban crime), crime against the body, crime against public
order, economic crime, crime against women, and crime against children are the four
forms of crime that occur in cities. Criminal activity in urban areas can be classified
into a single category or a mixture of many of the aforementioned categories. Given
that the urban environment is a key contributor to the incidence of crime, it would be
advisable to map high-crime regions in order to improve spatial planning strategies. A
research like this would undoubtedly contribute in the development of methods and
enhance people's quality of life.

3

1.2

AimThe thesis intends to investigate and discuss the relationship between crime and
built form.

1.3

Objectivesa. To identify spaces around the set environment that might put women at risk.
b. To redesign (if needed) the spaces in and around space.
c. To look into layers of streets around the infrastructures that make them

unsafe.
d. To determine the elements that affect the likelihood of crime.
e. To determine if there is a connection between urban design and crime rates.

1.4

Research Questionsa. What is the role of built environment in encouraging or discouraging crime?
b. What is the influence of sexual division on mobility, urban form, public areas,

and violence?
c. How can a well planned area help curb violence against women?

1.5

HypothesisA better urban environment will help in the reduction of criminal activity against
women.

4

1.6 Scope and Limitations1.6.1 Scope:
a. The project will make public realm more accessible to women.
b. The project will analyze the relation between urban form and crime, which

can be later used to design spaces that gender neutral.
c. The project will make mobility safer.

1.6.2

Limitations:
a. Undocumented cases due to fear of society could affect the result of

analysis.
b. Primary case studies is going to be an issue too.
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2
2.1

Literature ReviewPerception of FearFear is frequently employed in literature as the opposite of security. They are
technically two different concepts. Fear is one of the six fundamental emotions
(Ekman, 1992), and security is one of humanity's most basic wants. Emotions are a
primordial need, according to Maslow's theory. As a result, fear is perceived more
instinctively than security is realised. Fear is universal, but security is socially and
culturally changeable.
Kristen Day (2001) demonstrated how terror in metropolitan environments has a
detrimental influence on women's life. The notion that they are in danger persists even
when there is no threat, which is explained by the creation of gender identity for men
and women. But what factors influence women's terror perceptions?
If Warr's (1984) claim that women's fear of crime is fear of rape is correct, then the
social and environmental factors are crucial. Women are afraid of an offender and the
circumstances in which an offence will occur. Their dread may be conscious or
unconscious, but it exists if the prerequisites, as acquired from other women and
previous experiences, exist.
Traunmueller (2017) based his research on criminological, architectural, and urban
studies that found a link between crime and terror perception. He suggested ways for
evaluating hypotheses statistically at a city size. Other researchers (Matei et al, 2001 in
Traunmueller, 2017) claimed in their literature review that fear of crime is not restricted
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to real experience, but also permeates people's lives through media. As a result, the
impression of criminality is not constrained by time or geography.
Perception of SafetyMaslow, on the other hand, classified safety as the second most critical level in his
Hierarchy of Needs pyramid. The fundamental, psychological, and self-fulfillment
requirements were split into three categories in this pyramid. These requirements were
arranged in a hierarchy because the first must be met before the second can be met.

Figure 1- Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs (Source- Google)
Because fear is an emotion that is a reaction to a specific environment, safety may be
thought of as a secondary need that varies from person to person and from culture to
culture. Furthermore, its sense of that person's gender may shift. Macmillian, Nierobisz,
and Welsh (2000) investigated the impact of sexual harassment on women's feelings of
safety. These impressions, they claimed, are linked to anxieties of sexual victimisation
and vulnerability. They looked examined the impact on people's perceptions of safety,
7

and found that stranger harassment is more common and widespread than non-stranger
harassment.
Rashid et al (2017) investigated the function of street design in relation to safety by
asking: what causes a roadway to be considered as unsafe? Their findings revealed that
street design and the environment are just as important as the mode of mobility and the
quality of public space. The facades of buildings were very significant since they enable
natural monitoring. Another conclusion was that when negative features of the built
environment, such as graffiti or empty bottles, are present, women feel uncomfortable.
The identification of these components that women consider to be unsafe is critical
because they influence their street usage patterns.
The contrast between fear and safety perceptions is important since their scope and
effects differ. Fear expands physical space since it is an emotional reaction. Safety, on
the other hand, is more of a social construct that is impacted by culture. Despite the fact
that both impressions are difficult to quantify, this study concentrates on terror
perception.
2.2

Public Space and GenderPublic spaces, according to Ceccato (2016), are the finest context in which to reflect
the meaning of urban life. To be classified as 'public,' a location must meet the
following criteria: it must be open, accessible to all, and allow for self-expression and
entertainment. They have a geographical bearing, which indicates that they expand
their range of influence (Ceccato, 2016). She emphasised that they are not distinct
elements, and that there is a transient quality to them; their perception changes
depending on the time of day in which they are employed.
8

The question, in terms of its theoretical universal accessibility, is whether all users have
equal access to ordinary urban space. They mirror a society's image, as Ceccato noted.
Pendell, Penner, and Borden (2000) criticised society's image and how most cities are
viewed and developed through the perspective of men. Public space and work situations
have a significant impact on any other gender. Transportation infrastructure,
neighbourhoods, and home design are all important factors to consider. But what does
'gender' mean, and how does it vary from the term 'sex'?
Sex demonstrates a biological distinction between bodies, while gender exemplifies a
socially created set of disparities between men and women. (Pendell, Penner, and
Borden, 2000). As Pendell pointed out, society creates space, and space is a
requirement of social production. As a result, certain areas can be 'sexed' in accordance
with the biological sex of persons who live there, as well as 'gendered' in accordance
with gender conventions, roles, and relationships. Furthermore, feminist geographers
such as Bondi, Massey, and Pose showed that gender relations generate space. They
claimed that if gender exists in society, the social situation, or how individuals are
treated and regarded, must have an impact on the geographical surroundings we utilise.
To summarise the arguments about gender and public space, based on the notion of
urban space, its theoretical universality is questioned in terms of the involvement of
genders other than male, as well as how public spaces are sexed and how society and
space interact rationally.
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2.3

Women’s ExperienceThere is literature that examines women's relationship to urban space by adding a filter
to gender and public space's framing. The issues of spatial discrimination, male-female
power dynamics, and street harassment are discussed in this portion of the review.
Specific male behaviours such as unwelcome comments, whistles, and obscene
gestures (which define part of street harassment) frighten and breach women's
self/other boundary and privacy, according to Arveda (1991), and other writers.
Women are taught from an early age to be always aware, whether consciously or
unconsciously, in order to defend themselves against rude comments on the street.
Regrettably, women are becoming aware that any guy might be a potential abuser, and
that every location where men are located alone poses a risk to their protection. After
a while, Kanes claims, women realise that public streets are primarily conceived as
men's property.
Women avoid eye contact, walk stiffly, and restrict their mobility in public areas more
than males, according to behavioural study (Henley,1977). According to Kanes (1992),
if these regular contacts give women worry and dread, it is normal for them to adjust
their movement patterns, particularly at night.
Mazey and Lee (1983) focused on the role of women in space by researching female
environmental perception in a groundbreaking study on feminist geography. The goal
of this discipline is to study how humans learn and interact with space. They talked
about the obstacles that prevented women from strolling freely back then, one of which
being street harassment. This issue represented gender-based power disparities in
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space. As a result of women's perceptions of the surroundings, public spaces where
males are free to roam become unfriendly and frightening.
In summary, women's experiences in the public realm demonstrate that power is
unequally distributed between men and women, resulting in geographical
discrimination. This manifests itself in a variety of ways, one of which is street
harassment. Women have been shown to be badly affected by these behaviours, both
physically and emotionally.

2.4

Street HarassmentArveda (1991) looked on the societal implications of men harassing women in public
places. She suggested that these behaviours serve numerous societal roles and that they
have evolved into a continual atmosphere of sexual assault. Her compilation of
women's stories demonstrates how pervasive the problem is and how it has become
ingrained in their daily lives. She noted that street harassment broke social standards
and criticised how the words made were frequently nasty and offensive in a review of
several classifications.
Arveda (1991) suggested that men act as social controllers, maintain geographical
limits, and even intimidate women into feeling like trespassers in public areas. Given
this societal issue, she came to the conclusion that greater knowledge about the negative
consequences of this behaviour may signal a shift in society.
The first and only study that linked Space syntax to street harassment was done by
Mohammed and Van Nes (2017). Hillier and Hanson (1984-1996) created a set of ideas
11

and approaches to investigate the link between space and social behaviour. The
techniques have been widely used to understand social phenomena from a spatial
perspective. In the instance of the author, they based their research on the fact that street
harassment incidents are not evenly dispersed in Cairo, Egypt, using an online platform
called 'Harassmap,' which allows victims to record sexual assaults.
They found 'touching' complaints as the greatest instance after categorising unwelcome
statements and attacks in the region and doing syntactical analysis and statistics to
identify their relationship to street segments. In spaces syntax, integrated streets are a
measure of distance between any street and the rest of the system, indicating how near
the origin is to the remainder (Hillier and Hanson,1984).
Finally, they focused on touching to explain the differential distribution of street
harassment claims. Their findings revealed that these incidents are more likely to be
discovered on more integrated routes, where territoriality is diminished and women are
therefore more prone to this type of harassment. It is the beginning point for a broader
knowledge of the physical features of the built environment and the phenomena under
inquiry in this investigation.
2.5

Sexual CrimeThe fact that most public areas are densely populated is one of the key reasons why
they may be a breeding ground for uncomfortable circumstances and opportunity for
crime (Ceccato, 2016). Offenders rationalise and pick targets with high rewards but
minimal danger and effort, according to the criminal opportunity hypothesis (Cohen
and Felson, 1974). The presence of a motivated offender, a vulnerable victim, and
environmental conditions, specifically the absence of a guardian or someone who could
12

protect the victim or witness the crime, are all required for the occurrence of a crime,
according to a subfield of this theory called routine activity.

Figure 2: Routine Activity Theory, (Cohen & Felson, 1974)
2.6

Urban MobilityWomen have fewer mobility alternatives and rely heavily on public, intermediate
public transportation, and non-motorized modes of transportation (Shruti, 2021). Their
safety is a key problem due to limited access to urban transportation, and the prevalence
of gender-based violence is greater among women. According to the Asia Foundation's
Women and Mobility study, 50 percent of sexual harassment charges against women
in cities occurred while using public transportation, while 16 percent occurred while
waiting for public transportation.
Overcrowding too can lead to higher incidence of sexual harassment. Women have a
shorter time period to commute by public transportation due to safety concerns. The
shortened "safe window" may cause traffic congestion at particular times of day,
making public transportation less dependable and safe.
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Women in cities are more likely to make a variety of shorter journeys to dispersed
destinations at different times (UN Women, 2002). Safe public transportation for
women and girls takes into account and fits the realities of women and girls’ travel
habits. It is important to realize that these trips have the potential to be less safe, since
many women must walk through or wait in dangerous locations to reach public
transportation. Furthermore, public transportation may be unreliable during odd hours
of the day and in remote locations.
So, why exactly is safe public transit for women and girls important? Because women
experience buses, bus stops, taxis, trains or other public spaces differently than that of
men. Therefore, making public transit safe will give women and girls the freedom to
travel throughout the city without having to worry about being mugged, assaulted,
harassed or sexually abused.
For all of these reasons, safe public transportation for women and girls must be based
on an understanding of the roles, needs, and experiences of women and girls. Public
transportation systems should address current mobility barriers so that women can
enjoy their right to freedom of movement in cities (Peters, 1999). In terms of factors
such as route trajectories and frequencies, there is a pressing need for locally-adapted
gender-sensitive transportation solutions that fight the bias towards men's requirements
(Peters, 2002). In public transportation design, the specific requirements of old and
young people, the disabled, and other vulnerable populations must also be addressed.
2.7

Non-Sexist CityDolores Hayden (1980), investigates how architectural design and urban planning in
the United States have hampered women's equal involvement in physical, social, and
14

economic life, as well as alternative egalitarian housing options that benefit women.
The cliché "a woman's place is in the house," (Hayden 1980), has been the de facto rule
controlling domestic design in the "urban region," which includes cities, suburbs, and
exurbs. She considers how residential architecture's design, siting, and financing
structures are organised around the "ideal nuclear family," which sees men as
breadwinners, engaged in the workforce and public life of the city, and women as the
symbol of domestic order, confined to the home and family needs.
Women who leave their conventional roles as homemakers and enter the workforce
face difficulties as a result of such planned decisions, she says. She opposes the house
as a shrine to "patriarchal fantasies" and male power, and advocates community
organisation as a means of addressing the gap, cautioning against market solutions that
she considers exploitative. By implementing a financial model similar to that of
limited-equity housing cooperatives, Hayden's Non-Sexist City connects housing,
services, and jobs to assist employed women and their families.
To summarise, the goal of this literature review is to recognize that reducing the limits
that define women's usage of urban places while simultaneously working on reducing
the limiting gender norms that disadvantage women is always a good idea. Design
interventions aren't always the best strategic answers but working with policymakers
and others to solve underlying issues related to women's roles and status are.
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2.8

Cities as EcosystemJane Jacobs (1961), in her book “Death and Life of Great American Cities”, sees cities
as living organisms with their own ecosystems. Buildings, streets, and neighbourhoods
evolve throughout time like dynamic creatures, responding to how people interact with
them. Each aspect of a city-sidewalks, parks, neighbourhoods, government, and
economy-work together synergistically, much like a natural ecosystem.
The first part, "The Peculiar Nature of Cities," focuses mostly on the functions of
sidewalks. Sidewalks are utilised for safety, interaction, and to help youngsters
integrate into society. The ability to distinguish between public and private settings is
essential for safety. Sidewalks provide people a sense of security since they are shielded
by persons within buildings and by any casual bystanders who may be there.
The second part, "The Conditions for City Variety," looks at how diverse mechanisms
create diversity in cities. These economic mechanisms include a variety of uses, short
streets that allow more circulation alternatives for users, structures that accommodate
individuals of various means, high-density regions that foster active city life, and many
more. Diversity is created by the interaction of all of these factors.
Part 3 looks at four primary elements that are causing chaos in cities. The first driver is
the displacement of people and companies from one location by people and businesses
from other places who are more affluent. This results in a decline in total variety as
well as a spillover impact on nearby areas. The second driver is huge single facilities,
such as college campuses, which generate vacuums surrounding them and serve as
universal usage terminuses (such as parking lots). The third driver is population
16

instability, which impedes variety, particularly in low-income regions, by causing
individuals to move to or from the city without adding anything to it. The fourth force
is that money, whether private or governmental, is insufficient to make a city prosper.
The book's fourth section contains tools for improving cities. Increasing subsidised
housing, enhancing public transit and planning districts, reviving housing projects, and
reorganising government are just a few examples. Cities are complicated entities with
several challenges, necessitating a multifaceted strategy to solving them.
2.9

Defensible SpacesOscar Newman (1972), explained the notion of "Defensible Space" in his book of the
same name. As urban crime issues continued to develop in the 1970s, the notion, which
includes aspects of a criminal theory as well as a set of urban design principles, became
popular.
Defensible space is a paradigm that can reduce crime in residential areas
(Newman,1972). Specific buildings, initiatives, or entire communities might be
considered these settings. Territoriality, surveillance, image, and environment are the
four fundamental themes in his philosophy and design principles. Physical space may
be constructed to establish zones of territorial power (Newman, 1972). Physical
components or signs can be used to discourage inhabitants from using private or
semiprivate locations, encouraging them to take more responsibility for them than they
would if the spaces were totally public. Physical subdivisions that create smaller places
might induce residents to develop proprietary attitudes that function as crime
deterrents. Residents will begin to see these regions as their own, becoming more
17

concerned about them and exerting greater control over the activities that take place
there. The same components or symbols can discourage strangers from invading into
regions to conduct crime, whether they are real (e.g., fences, gates) or symbolic (e.g.,
signs, plants).

Figure 3- Defensible space hierarchy, source (Newman, 1973)
2.10 SummaryThe theoretical framework and conclusions on the surrounding subjects of interest were
presented in the literature review. The distinction between fear and safety was the first
fundamental conceptual distinction. As previously said, fear is universal and far more
widespread than safety, which is a secondary need that is impacted by culture. Fear
perception will be examined in later section based on this explanation.
Ceccato's notion of public space was criticised for its universal accessibility, because
not all users have equal access to it on a daily basis. Similarly, the social interactions
and power distribution are mirrored. As a result, Pendell, Penner, and Borden suggested
that public space is sexed and gendered in accordance with broader societal norms.
Architectural feminism, the ideology that covers this study in order to confront and
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investigate the frontiers of these socio-spatial situations, is founded on these genderbased disparities and discriminations.
In a similar manner to spatial discrimination, research of women's experiences reveal
how they have resulted in behavioural adjustments that have shown to be detrimental
to women's health and mobility on the streets. These seemingly little barriers have been
found to make public environments frightening and inhospitable for women.
As a result of street harassment, the impacts it has on women are generally considered
negative. The touching type, which was most commonly reported in globally integrated
streets, was the sole reference discovered in space syntax. Space and crime studies shed
light on how sexual crimes occur and how women react to them. It's crucial to recognise
the differences in the dimensions of women's fear of crime and the causes for it, which
are linked to the crimes they face.
Women's mobility is the point that ties women to economic freedom, bringing us closer
to the objective of women's empowerment. As a result, it is vital that we ensure that
mobility planning is gender-responsive and meets the needs of society's most
vulnerable members. This document summarises the major challenges that women and
girls encounter while utilising or accessing urban transportation, as well as critical
recommendations for ensuring equal access.
Jacobs refers to the notion of "eyes on the street," which refers to the activity that takes
place in city streets to maintain the street's mobility and security. As a result, if the idea
of eyes on the street is properly implemented, it has the potential to significantly alter
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how architecture and city planning are used to generate the vitality of not just our
streets, but also public space in general in today's cities.
Finally, defensible space provides a set of architectural rules for the construction of
new urban residential complexes that support both the residential group's territorial
claim to its surrounds as well as its capacity to perform natural monitoring.
It shares the crucial notion of legitimate vs illegitimate users, as well as the right and
effective use of natural and man-made monitoring, and the creation of safe havens for
regular users. Knowing who belongs in a space and who doesn't (legitimate users versus
illegitimate users of space), the importance of various types of surveillance, and
encouraging legitimate users of space to use or reclaim areas for activities are all
recommendations that can be incorporated into design strategies.
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3
3.1

Research MethodologyIntroduction
The methodology of the research is briefly defined in this portion of the thesis. This
chapter will discuss research technique based on a study of papers with comparable
research aims and concerns. It will outline the methodology, research structure, plan,
and procedure, as well as data gathering techniques, analysis, and a full study, all of
which will be based on the research's conceptual and theoretical framework. It will also
outline the process's sequence of action and reasons for picking the case.
The research's major goals are to explore gender behaviors in the city and understand
the relationship between crime against women and built form through study and
analysis. The initial phase of the research is, establishing an aim, objective, and
research questions, which will be followed by a literature review of the effect of the
urban environment on people's psychology, as well as a study of the impact of urban
form on rising violence against women.
While this thesis will focus on the link between built and crime, it will also discuss
related gender, space, and crime-space theories. It emphasizes women as the primary
focus of the gender paradigm throughout the research where the fundamental goal is to
better understand and (re)define gender disparities and concerns. The study will employ
both qualitative and quantitative research methodologies to map the city's crime
hotspots, gender perceptions on fear through face-to-face interviews, as well as
critically examine the data from IPC crime data, mobile applications, and hotspots.
In the next section, a qualitative research approach will be employed to create a
framework on gender with relation to violence. Various literature on spatial
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connections with crime and gender will be studied and compared to arrive at a
framework that suits best the case undertaken. Literatures on mobility, disconnected
infrastructure, inclusiveness and gendered spaces will be studied for the same. Gender,
gender discourse, and the reflections and consequences of gender discourse in cities are
all investigated in this framework. Its goal is to illustrate how crime arising from gender
discourse and urban spatial creation are linked.
The study will include case studies which will approach various in depth explorations
of the issue in their real life setting to help better understand the relationship between
built form and crime. The qualitative research will also have interviews of the
inhabitants and user groups majorly women to understand the perception of fear in the
area. The research method will also have Focus Group Discussions in order to
understand the participants' diverse personal experiences, beliefs, views, and attitudes.
For quantitative data research method, primary and secondary data will be collected in
order to understand the relationship better. The primary data collection would be
backed by various interviews, observations, surveys, and questionnaires. While the
interviews will constitute one-on-one interview along with answering a questionnaire
to identify the unsafe areas in the neighbourhood, the secondary data would be
collected through police records i.e. IPC crime data and safety apps such as Safecity
and Safetipin which will aid in formation of cognitive maps.
The interviews will be used to measure the amount of sexual and physical assault
perpetrated by strangers in the public space. Contextual information concerning the
violence, including the sorts of violence, will be collected through questions. It will
also help understand the perception of fear among the user group encountered during
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the use of public space. The questionnaire will be broken down into sections that focus
on different times of the day and different sorts of violence. The survey will look into
women's perceptions of safety concerns, reasons that make them feel unsafe, and
variables that influence their personal safety. It will also look into the age, sex, literacy,
occupation and monthly/ annual income of the inhabitants.
Both Covert and Overt observational research will be done as per the requirement of
the data collection method, in order to understand the behavior or pattern of the user
groups in a public space, during specific time slots. In their study, researchers employ
a variety of observation techniques. They might be overt or covert, and they can be
participants or non-participants. Those who are being monitored are aware that they are
being watched. The researcher might either take part in the activity being watched
(overt participant observation) or merely monitor it (overt non-participant observation).
This is the most ethical type of observation since there is no fraud involved and
participants may offer their informed permission. This method of observation, on the
other hand, is vulnerable. People act differently when they are aware that they are being
watched (consciously or unconsciously). However, if the observation is covert and the
researcher is participating, the researcher can still have an influence on what is being
seen. It will help understand how people use a space during the time. Mobility will also
be taken into consideration to understand how well the infrastructures are connected
with each other.
The secondary data will help at mapping the various crimes and their locations for
understanding the pattern of crime happening in the area. While IPC crime data will be
used for understanding the various crimes taking place, apps such as Safetipin will help
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mapping the various infrastructures such as illumination, walkability, mobility, etc. in
the area. Safecity app will help mapping the various crime hotspots in the area which
will then further be overlapped with the data from Safetipin and IPC data to find the
relation between disconnected infrastructures and crime event locations.
The third part of the study will include identification, compilation and analysis of data.
This part will focus in identifying the factors which influence the crime, fear of crime
and its relation with built environment in order to come up with required interventions.
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4
4.1

Site SelectionIntroductionSite selection and study became a crucial component as the work and approach
advanced, so that the truth could be perceived rather than merely a representative
instance of research. So, the site study was divided into two parts- Macro and Micro.
The macro part focuses on study of Mumbai, its demographic statistics, NCRB report
on the number of IPC and SLL crimes reported so far. The micro study will focus on
the major hotspots of crime in the city, comparative breakdown of the streets, detailed
analysis of the comparative, identify the issues and factors promoting to the rise in
crime in these particular areas, derive inferences and generate strategies for
interventions.

4.2

Mumbai City ProfileMumbai, commonly known as Bombay, is the
capital of Maharashtra, an Indian state.
According to the United Nations, Mumbai is
India's second-most populated metropolis after
Delhi and the world's eighth-most populous
city, with a population of over 2 crore people
(20 million). It is the country's financial,
commercial, and entertainment hub. Greater
Mumbai, which encompasses the Mumbai
City and Mumbai Suburban districts and
covers 603 km2 (233 sq mi), stretches from Colaba in the south to Mulund and
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Dahisar in the north, and Mankhurd in the east. According to the 2011 census, it
had a population of 12,442,373.
Mumbai has a population of 12,479,608 people according to the 2011 census. The
density of the population is expected to be around 20,482 people per square
kilometer. Each individual has 4.5 square metres of living space. By 2011, the
Mumbai Metropolitan Region had a population of 20,748,395 people. The literacy
rate of Greater Mumbai, which is administered by the MCGM, is 94.7 percent,
which is higher than the national average of 86.7 percent. The Mumbai
Metropolitan Region's slum population is projected to be 90 lakh (9 million), up
from 60 lakh (6 million) in 2001, accounting for 41.8 percent of the region's
population. In 2011, the sex ratio in the island city was 838 females per 1000 men,
857 in the suburbs, and 848 in Greater Mumbai as a whole, all of which were lower
than the national average of 914 females per 1000 males. Because of the enormous
number of male migrants that come to the city to work, the sex ratio is low
(Wikipedia).
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Figure 4- Crime Hotspots (Source- Safecity)

Despite being India’s biggest metropolis and the “City of dreams”, according to the
latest National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) data, is rated second among 19 cities in
the country in terms of the number of crimes against women committed. According to
the NCRB, 6,519 crimes against women were registered in Mumbai last year, while
12,902 incidents were reported in the national capital. According to a city-based survey,
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the number of rape cases in Mumbai increased by 24 percent from 728 in 2015-2016
to 904 in 2019-2020 (a 24 percent rise). In 2015-2016, there were 2,145 molestation
cases reported, compared to 2,677 in 2019-2020, a 25% increase in Mumbai in 2019.
(Hindustan Times).

Figure 5- Overview of Incidents in Mumbai (Source- Safecity)

4.3

Site Selection CriteriaWhen deciding on the research sites, a number of factors were taken into account. The
sites were considered from Safecity application’s hotspot analysis map. Along with the
hotspot analysis, neighborhood's built usage, the precinct, inter-connected transit and
lastly the urban fabric were considered. Each environment has its own personality,
which impacts the social class and age range of those who live there. In light of this,
the sites chosen for the purpose of research and investigation was Kurla.
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Figure 6- Record of crime (Source- Safecity)
The selected sites, Kurla led the hotspots on Safecity app. It had the highest number of
crimes than other wards, highest population density, different landuse patterns, and
well connected transport infrastructure. Kurla had high number of recorded offences at
LBS Marg and Station road which happened to be one of the busiest area.

4.4

About SiteKurla is a Mumbai neighbourhood in India's East Mumbai. It is the administrative
centre of the Mumbai Suburban district's Kurla taluka. The area is called after the
eponymous East Indian hamlet from which it arose. It is located in the Bombay
Municipal Corporation's Zone 5, Ward 'L'. Its railway station, which was spelled Coorla
until 1890, is one of the busiest on the Mumbai suburban railway's central and harbour
lines.
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Figure 7- Location Map of Kurla (Source- Author)
Due to its central location, Kurla is easily accessible by road and train from all regions
of Mumbai. The Lal Bahadur Shastri Marg (formerly known as Old Agra Road) is
Kurla West's main thoroughfare. The route starts at the southern tip of Salsette Island
and continues north through Kurla and Ghatkopar to Thane. The Andheri-Kurla route
connects Kurla and Andheri through Saki Naka and is known for its lengthy traffic
congestion. Santacruz is reached through CST road (Central Salsette Tramway Road).
One arm of the Kurla Depot Junction leads to the Western Express Highway, while the
other leads to the Santacruz-Chembur Link Road flyover, making it one of LBS marg's
busiest intersections. In April 2014, the 6.45-kilometer Santa Cruz – Chembur
connection road was completed. It connects the east and west sides of Kurla through
the city's first double-decker flyover, which crosses the Central railway line. At the
Amar Mahal intersection, the route eventually links to the Eastern Express Highway.
(Wikipedia)
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5

Site Analysis

5.1 IntroductionWomen's sexual harassment is quite common, and it has been shown to have a severe
influence on their employment productivity, emotionality, and family relationships (Celik
& Celik, 2007; Pryor, 1995). According to Mumbai police records, there were a total of
5,496 incidents of CAW filed last year, up from 4,100 cases a year prior, a 25.40 percent
rise. It's important to remember that the real number of crimes perpetrated against women
is much larger than these figures suggest. Many crimes, particularly those involving sexual
assault, go unreported for a number of reasons, including shame, stigma, fear of revenge,
police insensitivity, long and difficult legal procedures, poor conviction rates, and a culture
of impunity. Mumbai, although being somewhat cosmopolitan, modern, and one of India's
"greatest places to live," is plagued by issues such as overpopulation, severe infrastructural
strain, and growing crime rates. In recent years, the city has gained a reputation as an unsafe
place for women (Roy Chowdhury, 2011).
5.2

Interview

The goal of this study was to better understand street harassment as it affects young women
in Kurla. 65 women between the ages of 18 and 75 were interviewed to learn more about
the types of harassment they encountered, the repercussions they perceived, how they dealt
with it, and what changes they thought were required to feel safer.
Convenience and snowball sampling were used to recruit the sample, and data was obtained
through face-to-face semistructured interviews. The interviews were done in Hindi and
English because all of the participants and interviewers were multilingual. These lasted
anything from 30 to 45 minutes. Each interview was recorded through google forms and
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transcribed thereafter. The interpretive phenomenological technique was used to examine
the interviews (Smith & Eatough, 2007). To begin, the interviews were read aloud to get
the core of each one. Following that, all of the interviews were compared and contrasted.
The first themes were then discovered, clustered, and cross-checked against the data. The
resulting themes and subthemes were then combined into a narrative representation of the
interaction between participants' viewpoints and researchers' interpretations. Street
harassment, according to the women I spoke with, is quite common. The women's
experiences ranged from being harassed on half of their visits to public locations to being
harassed on every occasion. Harassment took several forms, including males looking at
women, making inappropriate comments, and rubbing against their bodies. In terms of the
kind of public settings where harassment was most common, rather than isolated places
where a woman would find herself alone with the harasser, harassment was reported to
happen in busy places. While it may be assumed that women are safer in settings where
they are surrounded by more people, this does not appear to be the case when it comes to
street harassment. Buses and the subway, for example, were the most often listed modes of
public transportation. In Mumbai, public transportation is tremendously congested at all
times of the day. Because of the close closeness of men and women in this situation, there
is a risk of unwanted touching. It also makes it difficult for the lady to determine if the
action was deliberate or not, and so to question the attacker. The participants said that
harassment on public transportation was so common that some had quit taking buses
completely and exclusively used the metro's ladies' compartment. The volunteers were
harassed in full daylight, regardless of the time of day.
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Women described a range of responses to harassers, from non-confrontational to extremely
combative. Women have been known to just ignore harassment. They reacted in different
ways, such as glaring back at the harasser, slapping him, or yelling at him. Each woman's
decision to approach the harasser was influenced by a variety of factors, including whether
she was in a familiar setting, if she was with an adult, and whether the harasser had passed
a line. Women have moved away from harassers in the past out of worry that the situation
will worsen.
The participants said there was widespread apathy regarding women's concerns about street
harassment, which they saw extending from politicians and police to the general public.
They said harassment was dismissed as a "common and routine" occurrence and hence
overlooked.
To sum the interview up, various Fear Negative and Fear Positive factors were identified.
While Fear Negative referred to the factors that enhanced the sense of fear in human’s
mind, Fear Positive referred to the factors that made people feel safe. The factors then later
helped understand women’s psychology in set environments better.
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Figure 8- Interviews (Source- Author)
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5.3

Site Findings

5.3.1 Macro Level Site
In order to understand the site, a macro level study that involved land use patterns, traffic
density during different times of the day, building’s height, orientation and use, and height
of compound walls along the hotspots.

Figure 9- Site Map (Source- Author)
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Traffic Density-

Figure 10- Traffic Density During Day

Figure 11- Traffic Density During Night

Crime Event Locations during daytime showed that crimes against women happened at
places that were blocked from the street due to roadside parking, cut off from ongoing
traffic. Whereas, crimes against women during night happened at places that lacked public
realm and hence had lower traffic parking.
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Building Height-

Figure 12- Building Height (Source- Author)
Crime Event Locations showed that crimes against women happened at places with
Ground, G+1 floors but overlooked high rise buildings that lacked relationship with street
and ground floor.
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Building Use-

Figure 13- Building Use (Source- Author)
Crime Event Locations showed that crimes against women happened at areas dominated
mostly by workshops and had inactive ground floors with dead walls.
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Building Orientation-

Figure 14- Building Orientation (Source- Author)
Crime Event Locations showed that crimes against women happened at places irrespective
of buildings facing the street.
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Compound Wall Height-

Figure 15- Compound Wall Height (Source- Author)
Crime Event Locations showed that crimes against women happened at spaces that had no
wall viz. workshop area as well as at spaces that had high walls i.e Equinox Office Tower.
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On the basis of macro level site study, interviews and “Safecity Application’s” hotspots, 4
sites were chosen for the study. Three sites (one with mixed use zoning, single use zoning
and an inactive street) with high rate of crimes and a safe street (as per people’s perception
in the area) in the locality were chosen.

Figure 16- Selected Micro Sites (Source- Author)
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5.3.2 Micro Level SiteIn order to understand the site, several micro level studies that involved accessibility and
connectivity to the site, building edge conditions, presence or absence of public realm,
mobility, compound wall height etc were mapped. Through analysis, various fear positive
and fear negative patterns were identified.
5.3.2.1 Case-01: SCLR Overbridge- LBS Marg

Figure 17- A Case of Mixed Use Neighbourhood but high crime event locations
5.3.2.2 Case-02: BKC Road- LBS Marg

Figure 18- A Case of Single Use Zoning
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5.3.2.3 Case-03: Ambedkar Nagar

Figure 19- A Case of Single Use Zoning

5.3.2.4 Case-04: Belgrami Road- LBS Marg

Figure 20- A Case of Hybrid Mixed Use Zoning

Four micro sites, three on LBS Marg but with different landuse plan and one inactive street
were chosen for the study. The diversity of sites and user groups helped analyse the
relationship between the built form and crime better.
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5.4

Issues IdentifiedCase-01: The various vulnerabilities identified through the
analysis were bad edge conditions, unmaintained buildings,
broken footpaths, lack of diversity in activity, illegal roadside
parking, footpath encroachment, inactive ground floor, gendered
spaces and dimly lit roads.

Figure 21- Identified Issues of Case-01
Case-02: The various vulnerabilities identified through the
analysis were absence of street furnitures, broken footpath, high
compound walls, footpath encroachment, lack of visibility,
dilapidated structures, absence of pause points, lack of
socializing spaces.

Figure 22- Identified Issues of Case-02
Case-03: The various vulnerabilities identified through the
analysis were poor last mile connectivity, dimly lit streets, single
zone planning, inactive ground floor, high compound walls,
restricted access, disconnected infrastructures, inactive streets,
broken toilets.

Figure 23- Identified Issues of Case-03
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5.5

Strategies-

Figure 24- Structure Plan (Author)
Upon identifying the issues, various strategies such as Restructure streets with Informal
and temporal activities, restructure street and building edge, garbage disposal points at
regular intervals, mixed landuse and mixed income group zoning, front setbacks to be
developed as private owned public open spaces, well maintained bus stops and washrooms
at regular intervals, remove footpath encroachment and illegal roadside parking, staggered
infromal vending zones to ensure “Eyes on Streets”, strengthen intermediate public
transports to enhance last mile connectivity, and pocket Gardens with activity Zones were
devised to make the place safe and free from crime.
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6

Conclusion-

The dread of being hurt, either mentally or physically, among women in urban
environments was the beginning point for this inquiry. The first and most crucial
conclusion is that, while street harassment mostly affects women, males are equally
accountable for it and may help alter it. They took part in the investigation, which
developed into several analyses in this study. Because study and action on this issue is a
social necessity, more may be accomplished in collaboration with all other genders.
Overall, the result is that, while the social aspects of the poll received the most votes, the
spatial layout study revealed how interconnected they are. Furthermore, the online survey's
technique allowed for a broader range of concepts and their validation with other space
syntactic methodologies at higher sizes.
In India, violent and sexual crimes are common. As a result, the authorities and the general
public benefit greatly from this research because the approach may be repeated in many
parts of the city. Furthermore, by understanding these crimes, many users and designers
will be able to construct more inviting and fear-free spaces for women, based on the factors
identified as fear-inducing in this study.
Kurla's in-depth research allowed me to evaluate abstract concepts and their linkages.
These findings can assist policymakers and urban planners in determining the precise
aspects that must be considered while planning. Furthermore, one of the most essential
methods learnt from the study was to contact and watch real utilisation of the area's urban
environment in order to gain an inner and intimate view of the experience of traversing
these streets.
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This study might lead to a variety of different forms of analyses. The experiment of testing
and documenting the behaviour and emotions of women in urban environments is one
example. Another analysis that might be followed is the visual perception of sexual crime
fear, which was part of the investigation's pilot research. In fact, a comparison of urban
scenarios in Mumbai would be fascinating to determine which situations women perceive
as frightening in regard to street harassment.
In conclusion, this study identified the characteristics that, when taken together,
characterise women's fear of walking in particular situations. The ability to comprehend
this fear may be utilised to empower society to modify urban physical characteristics that
allow for street harassment and sexual crimes. Only then, and in association with a general
consensus on the value of women's equal freedom and enjoyment of urban space, would
improvements be seen.
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